
Mitratech’s PolicyHub: Collaborative Editing Enhancements

As a customer of PolicyHub you are aware that within 

the platform you could send a document for review 

to multiple people within your organization, but they 

were not able to visualize the changes that multiple 

stakeholders were making to the document, in real-

time. The only way to visualize changes done by other 

stakeholders was to move the document through the 

established workflow.

Many customers followed a chain workflow approach 

and would send them to individual contributors so that 

each stakeholder could see what suggestions other 

contributors had made. Hypothetically speaking, if you 

gave each individual contributor a week to review the 

document, make their required changes and you had 40 

individual contributors, then the workflow could take up 

to 40 weeks. 

Without a doubt, policy management must be a 

collaborative effort and organizations should aim to 

create an environment that enables fully collaborative 

policy authoring, where multiple people can be working 

on one policy at the same time.

Mitratech’s PolicyHub:

Collaborative Editing Enhancements
Learn all about this powerful new enhancement to PolicyHub.

Let’s start 2023 with a bang! Mitratech’s PolicyHub, our robust 

policy and procedure management platform, has been further 

enhanced with powerful new capabilities.
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In today’s day and age there are hundreds of change events 

coming every business day, enabling your organization with 

collaborative tech that allows agile revising processes in   

real-time, rather than in a linear sequence, is key to keeping 

policies up to date.

Organizations looking to build an agile policy management 

program search for a collaborative authoring and review 

environment that enables real-time collaboration. Document 

check-in and check-out processes that take months are   

becoming increasingly tedious and ineffective, with continuous  

risk and regulatory changes happening constantly, it is critical  

to reduce this turnaround time dramatically

Mitratech’s PolicyHub now enables your organization with the 

capabilities to build collaborative editing features into review  

and approval workflows, so that multiple stakeholders can  

review a policy document at the same time and see changes   

in real-time.

Furthemore, PolicyHub now allows editing of Office documents 

from within the browser instead of using the desktop version of 

Office. The capability supports Word,  Excel and PowerPoint 

documents.

Additionally, your PolicyHub inbox is now supported by Android 

and iOS devices.

Learn More:   

Introducing PolicyHub’s 

Collaborative Editing Enhancements
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